
• Using the GEAUX VOTE App will help you assist voters with 

finding their correct precinct

• DO NOT rely on your memory or assume you know what precinct 

someone votes at, just because you know where they live

• DO NOT use anything other than the GEAUX VOTE app, the 

precinct register or the ROV to determine where someone votes

• If your precinct is not busy and you see that another precinct is, it 
will be helpful to send a Commissioner to help assist and confirm 
the voters are in the right line
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Many voters fail to report address 

changes in a timely manner.  

If a voter needs help finding their 

correct voting location and precinct, 

you can help them by using the 

“Geaux Vote” App.

In order to get accurate information on 

where a voter is registered to vote, you 

must select “Voting Location”
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On the next screen type the voter’s 

first name, last name and date of 

birth.

We strongly recommend using the 

“Birth Month / Year” option instead 

of the zip code to eliminate any 

possible confusion.

Birth Month / Year will narrow down 

the search results.
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Type the voter’s first and 

last name  

Make sure to confirm the 

correct spelling. Example: 

Cinthia, Cinthya or Cynthia

Select the voter’s birth 

month and year from the 

drop-down menu.
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After confirming the spelling 

of the first and last names is 

correct.
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The birthdate month and year 

is correct

Press “Continue”

Jane
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02/1968



Voter’s information

You will get a message telling you 

that some features will not be 

available because you didn’t provide 

both zip code and birthdate.

This is OK.  You only need enough 

information to inform the voters what 

their precinct number is and where 

their voting location is located on the 

map.

Press “OK” to clear this message.
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Jane Doe
Independent



Search results and 

Voter’s information

The voter’s Name and Precinct 

number will show on the results

Under the section that reads Where 

would you like to go next? Select 

“My Voting Location” icon.

This will send you to the next screen.
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Select “Election Day Voting” 

in order to see the name and 

address of the voting location 

for the voter you are trying to 

help.

Please Note: If you are trying 

to find out an early voting 

location prior to election day, 

then you should select the 

“Early Voting” option.
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This screen will show you 

a map and the physical 

address of the voting 

location where the voter 

is registered to vote.


